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Paul, Minnesota. Marrying someone because of their money or choosing your future career because of an
attractive girl were not good choices. He is the person whom the children look up to when they are young and
whom the daughters compare all men to when they become older. He wrote about the troubling time period in
which he lived known as the Jazz Age. Ultimately Dick cannot stop his self-destruction until he can become
less controlling. This journey for sanity leads Diver down a dark road of alcoholism, incest, and lack of
self-knowledge, ultimately causing him to remain at rock bottom. Gatsby alone. It is she, cured, with whom
we remain at the close of the book, she whose change we are left to witness. But at the beginning, society was
changing, new technology was presented to consumers and the economy was booming to society. The books
author F. Although at first Dick, "older enough than Nicole to take pleasure in her youthful vanities and
delights," is attracted to young Nicole but he is doubtful about marrying her  Scott Fitzgerald - F Scott
Fitzgerald was one of the most influential authors of the 20th century. When we first meet The Divers, they
are a perfect example of the American Dream. Born into an upper middle class family on September 24, ,
Fitzgerald spent the first few years of his childhood life in Buffalo, New York due to his fathers job. Many of
these books that Fitzgerald wrote are based of his life experiences. There were numerous unexpected
similarities as the novel progressed. Fitzgerald is well known for his most admired novel, The Great Gatsby It
shows how the original dream of happiness, individualism and prosperity has disintegrated into the mere
pursuit of wealth. By focusing on rocky relationships and love triangles, both authors are able to study the
allegories of American and European life, and their effect on young lovers and their families. Scott Fitzgerald
- N. Although it is slightly disturbing hearing Diver talk about a young lady in this manner, he describes his
attraction to the qualities that make Rosemary youthful. Many of these books that Fitzgerald wrote are based
of his life experiences. This process only gives Diver temporary please and end in emptiness. In the The Great
Gatsby by F. However, while Gatsby may ultimately be symbolic for American society, The Great Gatsby as a
novel is arguably actually focused on Nick Carraway. I had a hunch that the talkies would make even the best
selling novelist as archaic as silent pictures. How does the character of the Iron Maiden function? Scott
Fitzgerald Gatsby, one of the most notable names in American literature today still strikes excitement and
wonder in the minds of its readers almost 90 years after the original copy was published. Scott Fitzgerald's
Tender is the Night, would describe Dr. More devastating than just affecting the individual, selfishness breaks
up families. Does Nicole love Tommy Barban? Richard Diver as a charming, respected, well-mannered
physician. To him, women want to be dependent; they are weak, lost souls who need the guidance only a man
can give. During this era people were either rich or dreamt of great wealth. His wife, Zelda, was one of the
major influences seen within many of his works.


